










Ask a question, get an answer ASAP!
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Get Tech Support|
1-833-202-2695
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A better 
tech support experience.

Any device. Any issue. Any time. 
Any way you want. Satisfaction guaranteed*.
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Connect to a Tech Pro
GET STARTED

Use a free Guided Path®




Support.com’s TechSolutions has all your tech needs covered - 24/7, 365 days a year. So start checking things off your tech to-do list.

[image: ]Get your tech working for you

[image: ]Save time, reduce frustration

[image: ]Choose the tech that’s right for you

[image: ]Navigate tech confidently


What makes Support.com's TechSolutions different?

[image: ]
TECH SUPPORT, DONE RIGHT
One place to fix any issue with any device - day or night. Seamlessly transition between getting support by virtual house calls, phone, chat, and DIY guides. Schedule a callback to have a Tech Pro fix it on your schedule, not theirs.
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TECH PROS ON YOUR SIDE
Our Tech Pros speak in everyday language and have the experience, know-how, and tools to solve your tech issue as quickly as possible.
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Unbiased expert advice
Beyond just troubleshooting, get device-agnostic expert advice from basic setup and how it works to choosing the right tech for you and more.
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GUIDED PATHS®
Free, step-by-step guides that everyone can follow. Try this DIY solution, and if you get stuck, connect with a Tech Pro immediately who can pick up right where you left off.



Watch video to see how it works
Tech support you can trust 
For over 20 years, Support.com has been a leader in providing technical support across all brands and devices. We serve Fortune 500 companies, businesses, and thousands of individuals like you.
Learn more about Support.com


With over 5,000,000 problems solved, 
our customers say it best

[image: ]I was unable to get online and the Tech Pro fixed the problem immediately. 
- V.H.

[image: ]The tech was great - explained all the steps to me in easy tech terms.
- Jimmy R.

[image: ]I so appreciate having someone that knows what they are doing and can login remotely and deal with my computer issues. It’s worth every penny!
- Fam P.

[image: ]I use Support.com when I simply can not find any other solution. The tech was wonderful, helpful, knowledgeable and efficient! That's what I call support!
- A. G.

[image: ]My computer was hacked and being held ransom. The Tech Pro was able to get in and not only resolve that issue but clean up a variety of attacks from other places.
- Meriam

[image: ]Support.com has been a virtual life saver. Real professionals. Very pleasant to work with and a calm understanding attitude that inspires confidence.
- W. W.

[image: ]I have had support.com for years. They explain everything having to do with your computer, smart phone, or even smart watch. Support.com is worth the membership.
- Anne

[image: ]I was unable to get online and the Tech Pro fixed the problem immediately.
- V.H.

[image: ]My computer was hacked and being held ransom. The Tech Pro was able to get in and not only resolve that issue but clean up a variety of attacks from other places.
- Meriam
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Support.com TechSolutions:
We’re there for you whenever your tech stops working or you need some expert advice.
GET LIVE HELP
[image: ]World leader in homesourcing, providing scalable customer andtechnical support solutions with aglobal network of home-based agentsand a secure, proprietary cloud-based platform.
833-202-2695RealDefense LLC.
150 S. Los Robles Avenue,
Suite 400, Pasadena, CA 91101
Technical Support SolutionsFor Home Plans and PricingSee How it WorksStep-by-Step GuidesFAQ

Privacy Matters
[image: ]Support.com is committed to your privacy
We do not share or sell your data to third parties. We do use cookies and other third-party technologies to improve our site and services. The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) gives you the ability to opt out of the use of cookies, third-party technologies and/or the future sale of your data. Do not sell my personal information.

[image: ]Support.com is committed to your privacy
Read our Privacy Policy for a clear explanation of how we collect, use, disclose and store your information



©2024 RealDefense LLC. Support.com is a trademark owned by RealDefense LLC.
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